
PRESTMIT
How To Secure Your Prestmit

Account Using 2FA

Authentication.



SECURITY�IS�KEY!

To make it easy for our customers, in this

guide, we have explained in detail, the process

of securing your Prestmit account.



WHAT IS 2FA
AUTHENTICATION?

Two-factor authentication is an extra

layer of security that requires the user

to provide two different types of

information before establishing access

to a feature.

Let's say, for instance, you want to

login. 

If 2FA is not active, only a password is

required. 

If 2FA is active, the password is

required, then a code will be sent to

your email address and you'll need to

input the code before you'll be able to

log in. That way, no one can log in to

your account even if they have your

password.



WHY ACTIVATE 2FA?
The vulnerability of passwords is the

main reason for requiring and using

2FA. Someone can guess your

password, maybe a close friend, or see

you type it. In fact, there are browsers

that save password history, which

means anyone that has access to your

browser can log in. 

To keep our customers secure, we

advise that they activate 2FA

everytime. 



HOW TO ACTIVATE KYC
Proceed to your Profile Page. 

Under "Two Factor Authentication",

you can toggle ON/OFF 2FA for login

and withdrawal. 

Once toggled on, anytime you want to

login or withdraw, a random code will

be sent to your email and you will be

required to enter the code to perform

the action successfully.

You can turn it off using the same

procedure. However, a code will be

sent to your email to also turn it off.



AFTER ACTIVATING 2FA?
Now, you are secure! And ready to flex

the safety of your Prestmit wallets. 



40,000�USERS

Over 40K active users

and stil counting...

92,000�TRADES

With over 98% positive

reviews...

24/7

Always available

WHY PRESTMIT? 
Having served thousands of customers

over the years, it's safe to say Prestmit

is best for your transactions.



You can contact PRESTMIT on our

official Whatsapp line at

07026290389. Response is

INSTANT.

You can make use of the live chat

on our website at any time. Quick

response always.

You can send us a mail at

help@prestmit.com.

NEED�HELP?�

Reach out to PRESTMIT via various

channels...



THANKS�FOR

USING

PRESTMIT.COM

https://prestmit.com/

